Colors and their relationship to surrounding colors cause observers to feel specific emotions. This study proposes a method for extracting emotional words from the color combinations within images. For this, we extract the color spectrum of an input image. By examining the extracted color spectrum and color combinations, we obtain an emotional word. Then, we determine a specific emotion conveyed by the input image. By using this algorithm, we finally propose an emotion-based image color modification system. Through proposed system, user can easily choose an image of desired emotion.
Introduction
When people view images, they may feel certain emotions. For example, they may feel comforted by an image and feel sad by looking at another image. Consequently, image evoke certain emotions [1, 2] . The evoked emotions may either depend on the person's background or be common universal emotions. Moreover, it has been found that emotions are caused by color combinations rather than a single color [3] . Therefore, colors result in people feeling specific emotions because of the relationship with surrounding colors, and it can be assumed that a similar mechanism operates when we observe images.
Many of professional designers consider the emotion of image when they manipulate the color of images. They carefully refine the color of image to evoke appropriate emotion. However, this process totally depends on designer's personal background and intuition, so that it is not easy for even experts to guess the evoked emotion from an image of which color will be refined. Based on the relation between color and emotion, this paper presents a novel image color modification system that estimates the emotional words related to an image through its color.
Kobayashi developed the Color Image Scale to represent color combinations suitable for various emotional adjectives based on the theory that a specific color combination caused a specific emotion [4, 5] . Kobayashi asked a number of volunteers to position various emotional words in the corresponding emotional space consisting of a twoaxis graph. This two-axis graph consists of warm-cool and soft-hard axes, and each emotional word is positioned in emotional space on the basis of the warm-cool and softhard values. Three-color combinations were also placed in the emotional space. Thus, the emotional words were mapped to the color combinations on the basis of the similarity of their positions (see Figure 1 ). The emotional words were divided into 15 parent emotional word groups consisting of 174 subemotional words. Each emotional word was also represented by at least one pair of the threecolor combinations.
In this paper, we first create a color spectrum of the colors used in an image and then propose a method to find emotional word through a comparison with Kobayashi's "Color Image Scale" [4] . In section 2, we describe how the color spectrum of an input image is constructed and the method of determining an emotional word using this color spectrum and the Color Image Scale. Then we represent proposed system that modifies the color of images based on emotion, in Section 3. Finally, we conclude this paper with a summary of our ideas and an outline of future work in Section 4.
Color combination-based emotional word estimation algorithm
In this paper, we build a database consisting of the emotional word and three-color combination sets defined by Kobayashi. Then, we construct a color spectrum using the colors of an input image. We identify an emotional word by comparing the color spectrum of the input image with the three-color combinations. The algorithm is explained in detail in the next sections.
Constructing a database of three-color combinations and their emotional words
As described in Section 1, Kobayashi defined emotional words using three-color combinations [4] . We construct a database in which each color combination is related to emotional words in terms of the coordinates in the emotional word space. Some examples are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 means the hue of "reddish-purple," and the tone of "very pale." Moreover, a neutral color is divided into 10 steps on the basis of the brightness. In addition, the coordinates of the emotional word space are described in [4] .
Extracting the color spectrum from an image
We need to select the dominant colors of the input image to enable a comparison between the colors in the input image and the three-color combinations. However, the input images typically consist of numerous colors. Thus, it is dif- 
ficult to select the dominant colors. Therefore, to simplify the selection of the dominant colors, we collect similar colors in the input image and sort them using the ratio of the colors that compose the image. An array of colors sorted in this way is called a color spectrum.
The details for extracting a color spectrum are as follows. First, we apply a bilateral filter (Figure 3(b) ) to remove noise from the input image in Figure 3 (a) [6] . Second, we calculate the distance between the color of each pixel and a reference palette (Hue & Tone 130). For this, the colors are converted to the L*a*b* color model, and the L 2 distance is calculated. The reference color with the minimum distance to the pixel color is applied to that pixel in the input image in Figure 3(c) . The above process reduces the input image to 130 or fewer colors. These colors are then sorted according to their ratio within the input image. Finally, we build a color spectrum by sorting in order of the size of the color area (Figure 3(d) ).
Matching function for the painting and color combination
We compare the color spectrum with the three-color combinations described in Section 2.1. We calculate the score of each comparison process to find the emotional word that best describes the input image. A simple comparison between the three-color combi-nations and the color spectrum sorted by the ratios of colors cannot find the best emotional word. For example, as shown in Figure 3 , a different emotional word is found if there are subcolors in the color spectrum that are more similar to the color of the input image than to the top-three colors in the spectrum. To solve this problem, we determine the emotional word using the three-color combinations and three or more colors from the color spectrum. The comparison score is calculated as
where c j i is the i-th color of the j-th three-color combination in the database, s k is the k-th color of the spectrum, r s is the ratio of this color in the input image, and t is the range of the color spectrum for comparison.
The score is affected by the distance from the threecolor combination and each ratio of the color in the spectrum. A higher ratio between the color in the spectrum to the closest color in the three-color combination will produce a higher score. In addition, we use a nonlinear exponential function to calculate the similarity between each color pair, giving a higher score to the lower distance.
After the score for all three-color combinations has been calculated, we determine the most appropriate emotional word for the input image from the three-color combination that achieved the highest score. Figure 4 shows the highest scored emotional words of several example images.
Experimental results
We calculated the accuracy of our predictions by comparing them with the results of a user study conducted via Amazon Mechanical Turk system [7] . In our experiment, we asked 100 people to select the most suitable emotional word for each of these images. After the user study, we calculated the accuracy of prediction by comparing the average coordinates of the selected emotional word with the coordinates predicted by our algorithm ( Figure 5) .
We used various percentages of the color spectrum to determine the emotional words of each painting. The results for each of these comparisons are listed in Table 2 . From these results, we can see that the prediction accuracy is the highest when based on 60% of the color spectrum. Thus, considering all colors in an image does not necessarily translate to high-accuracy predictions of an image's emotional words. Instead, we should consider the dominant colors within an image. Therefore, when considering colors that make up a very low ratio of the color spectrum, it can be difficult to find a suitable emotional word to represent the input image.
Emotion-based image color modification system
In this section, we present our image color modification system that displays possible variations of color modification of target image and predicts its emotion based on the emotion estimation as described in Section 2. In our system, the target image is displayed on the center, and possible variations are previewed with estimated emotions around the target image, as shown in Figure 6 . For this, the system applies predefined color modification operators, such as hue shift and color balance, to target image. For each modified image, color spectrum is extracted through the method proposed in Section 2.2, and most appropriate emotional word is estimated by using matching function in Section 2.3. By displaying modified images with estimated emotional words, user can easily choose an image of desired emotion.
To achieve real-time performance, color modification and emotion estimation processes are performed to downscaled versions of target image. When the user chooses an image among variations displayed and double-clicks it, corresponding color modification is applied to full resolution of target image, and can be saved.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for extracting emotional words from the color combinations within images. For this, we extracted color spectrums from input images. By examining the extracted color spectrum and color combinations, we obtained an emotional word. We then predicted the emotional words evoked by the colors of input image and measured the prediction accuracy of our algorithm by comparing the results with those from a user study. This comparison demonstrated that our algorithm is reasonable. In addition, by using this algorithm, we finally proposed an emotion-based image color modification system. Through proposed system, user can easily choose an image of desired emotion.
In this study, we determined emotional word through the results of a study by Kobayashi. However, the components of the image do not consist solely of color. Depending on the genre, the composition and texture can have a bigger impact on human emotions than color. Therefore, in future work, we will attempt to reflect factors such as the composition and texture in predicting emotional word. 
